JOINT SUB-COMMITTEE OF COMMITTEES II AND VI

AGENDA FOR NINTH MEETING

To be Held on Friday, 2 January 1948, at 4.00 p.m.

1. Examination of amendments to paragraphs 1 and 2 of Article 11.
2. Consideration of amendments proposed by Turkey to paragraph 2 of Article 10 and by China to paragraph 1 of Article 11 relating to recommendations to the Bank, of paragraph 2 of new Article 12A proposed by Colombia relating to financial co-operation between governments, and of the additional paragraph proposed by Chile to Article 12 (bottom of page 20 and top of page 21 of E/CONF.2/C.2/9) concerning information as to availabilities and requirements of capital.
3. Continuation of discussion of paragraph 3 of new Article 12A proposed by Colombia.